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The Father's voice.... B.D. No. 5564

December 25th 1952

ou should recognise the Father's voice in every Word that is sent to you from above. It is My 
spirit which speaks to you, it is My strength which flows to you, it is light from My light which 

shines upon you, it is the Word which My infinite love forms for you so that you can understand Me, 
so that you shall fulfil My will, so that you shall be comforted in times of need and be instructed in all  
truthfulness. Only I can impart this truth to you.... your God and Father of eternity, Who instructs you 
so that you learn to know and love Him. For I want your love.... This is why I speak to you, who are 
unable to see Me and therefore don't strive towards Me either if you have no knowledge you can 
believe in. But it is My will that you should believe in Me and therefore I do whatever it takes in order 
to help you attain this belief.... I reveal Myself to you.... You humans are unable to judge the full  
significance of  this  gift  of  grace,  the Lord of  infinity,  the eternal  God and Creator  Who brought 
everything into being which is visible to your eyes and Who created an infinite number of works 
which are invisible for you.... He lovingly draws near to you, He speaks to the individual person but 
through them also to all people. He reveals Himself to you.... And only a few people recognise My 
voice....

Y

But these few are spiritually enlightened, for anyone who is able to hear Me, who recognises Me 
Myself in the Word I convey to earth is also permeated by the strength of My spirit and therefore 
looks  at  all  happenings,  at  everything around him and  his  experiences  with  completely  different 
eyes....  My  spirit  illuminates  his  thinking  and  also  provides  him  with  clarification  about  all 
correlations; he is no longer able to doubt, precisely because he recognises Me Myself if I address him 
through My Word. Where My spirit is working, knowledge can be found and knowledge is light which 
penetrates the darkness.... But where on earth can you humans still find light? People live in darkness, 
they are spiritually unenlightened, they don't stop to think, and were they to think they would not 
come to any reliable result.... The darkness which exists on earth can only be dispelled by light from 
above. However, I Am always willing to kindle a light in you, I Am always willing to permeate you 
with the strength of My spirit if only you were willing to accept the Words of My love, if only you 
opened your hearts to Me in order to let the flow of My love pour in, if only you humans desired to  
hear Me.... It is My wish that you should learn to love Me, therefore you must listen to Me, you must 
accept My revelations and you will become enlightened, then you will penetrate the mysteries of My 
eternal love, My eternal plan of Salvation, you will recognise yourselves and your earthly task, you 
will  recognise  Me and  grant  Me your  love,  and  you will  yearn  to  hear  the  sound of  My voice 
forever....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

God.... Father.... B.D. No. 5343

March 24th 1952

 am your God and Father.... Perhaps you will still acknowledge Me as God if you mentally deal 
with your origin and your being. Thus you can come to the conclusion through intellectual work 

that you acknowledge a Creator and Sustainer from eternity Who is the original source of strength for 
you and Whom you now call God. But I want to be recognised by you as Father.... And this cannot be 
achieved through intellectual activity, this requires the activity of the spiritual spark in you, which....  
as a divine part itself.... clarifies the right relationship with your Creator of eternity for you, but which 
you first have to enter in order to recognise Me as Father and yourselves as My children. A person 
who certainly acknowledges God but does not know the purpose and goal of his earthly existence will  
hardly know the connection between himself and God, and he will also not be able to intellectually 
establish a bond between himself and God.... For this is the activity of the spirit which, as a part of 
Me, pushes towards Me again, thus strives to come close to its Father-Spirit again, with which it  
indeed remains inseparably united but  which also impels the soul  it  inhabits  towards  unification, 

I
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because it, as an external being, lacks the bliss of unification with Me. Hence the union with Me is 
like the relationship of a child with its father, whereas the isolated being is only God's 'creature' and 
thus also regards God as a being distant from it. But I want to be united with My living creations, I  
want to accept them as My children in order to make them blissfully happy. I Am indeed your God but 
I want to be your Father. For you emerged from My love, not just from My power.... and love seeks 
constant contact because it wants to make happy.... But love is a free feeling which can never be  
forced.... For this reason I must first be recognisable to you humans as God, Whom you shall now 
learn to love and Who then returns your love as Father. Then you will also feel this Fatherly love, it 
will fill you with emotion and make you yearn ever more intimately for the Father. As long as you 
only show reverence and obedience towards Me as your God I will not yet appear as your Father, for I 
desire your love in order to then deal with My children in a fatherly way and make them happy with 
My love....  Then you will  no longer  stand isolated in  creation,  even though you are independent 
creatures, then you will have drawn Me to you through your love, and the connection between us can 
never be severed because it has always existed, you were just unaware of it as long as you only saw 
Me as God and Creator, but Who is and will remain your Father for all eternity....

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

God's endless love can be recognized by every human being.... B.D. No. 7285

February 17th 1959

ou shall only become aware of My infinite love for you, and then you will also ignite the spark 
of love within yourselves which will become a flame and strike Me again. And that is all I want 

to achieve, that love will ignite in you which will then unite us eternally again, just as unkindness once 
separated you from Me. And the fact that I love you could become evident to you again and again if 
you were to look at everything around you and also your whole earthly life in thoughts of Me, Who 
directs your destiny, Who created everything that delights your eyes and your senses.... as far as it is  
not My adversary's means to chain you to the earthly-material world. But you can see My love for you 
everywhere if only you look around you with open eyes. If My love did not keep you then you would 
be surrounded by unimaginable chaos, for your earthly life would already lack all order, since I must 
rule by natural law even over those whose will is completely turned away from Me. They would have 
supremacy and destroy everything that is still meant to serve their fellow human beings for upward 
development.  My  love,  however,  puts  a  stop  to  them  and  prevents  them  by  natural  law  from 
encroaching, which would be extremely harmful to all of you. But you humans often don't recognize 
My rule and activity when it is openly evident, because you take everything for granted and accept 
comforts as a matter of course. And yet, it is love which applies to you, My living creations, whom I 
want to make My children and who therefore shall return My love to Me so that I can unite with them 
as it was in the beginning. My love for you has not yet diminished and will also not cease eternally.... 
Yet you will not feel it as long as you are without love yourselves and do not open yourselves to My 
illumination of love. But once you become aware of My great love for you, then the ice around your 
heart will melt and then My illumination of love will have taken effect.... You begin to reciprocate My 
love, you ignite the flame of love within yourselves and the now flaring fire seeks to unite with the 
fire of love from eternity. You humans should only pay attention to how often a merciful fate saves 
you from unusual sorrow and suffering, you should pay more attention to everything beautiful and 
happy in your life and gratefully remember Him Who allows you to experience it.... You should pay 
attention to every smallest event in your life which reveals a wise guidance of your heavenly father, 
and you should know that  nothing happens without  My will  or  My permission,  that  I  constantly 
remember you and let everything happen to you out of My love as it is beneficial for you.... You 
should know that only My love ever speaks out of all events which affect you.... And if you are now 
fully aware of My love then the hot feeling of love for Me will also ignite in you, then you will want 

Y
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to make contact with Me, you will enter the circuit of love and allow yourselves to be illuminated with 
the blissful feeling of resting on the father's heart and being well sheltered in His love. And then I will  
also be able to have a direct effect on you, and My love will give you further evidence which you will 
only be able to experience in heartfelt union with Me....

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 

God's infinite Fatherly love.... B.D. No. 7353

May 3rd 1959

y love will carry you across all obstacles if only you entrust yourselves to Me and want nothing 
else but  to fulfil  My will....  because My love for  you is  boundless,  and were you able to 

imagine the degree of My love, truly, you would no longer experience any hardship or worry since 
you would know that  I  will  keep My hands over  you and protect  and bless you. However,  your 
anxious doubts keep Me away from you so that the full strength My love cannot take effect. And I 
must allow this to happen if I don't want to restrict your will, which must aim towards Me in complete 
freedom.... But although I keep telling you that I love you with all fervour and that you have nothing 
to fear.... you must ponder these Words within yourselves, for only then can their effect permeate you 
and make you truly happy.... Imagine a Father Who faithfully guides His children by their hand and 
will not allow dangers to approach them. A Father's love is truly selfless and only wants to make the 
child happy, but the child must also fearlessly stay close to the Father, it must not distance itself from 
Him and want to take its own paths; it must listen when it is called by the Father and must do what the 
Father asks. And this is what you should do as well by living up to My commandments, which I only 
gave to you so that I can make you indescribably happy. If you comply with My commandments of 
love for God and your neighbour, you will also give Me great pleasure, for then you will voluntarily 
return to Me, you will voluntarily take hold of My hand and let yourselves be led on your future path 
of life. From that moment on you will be released from all hardship and worry, because I will take 
care of these for you, because I will deal with everything on your behalf, because My power and 
strength will carry you across everything that seems to hamper you on your way towards ascent. Just 
imagine often and sincerely that I hold you by your hand and watch over you.... that I love you and 
that I Am concerned for you to mature.... that I will not abandon you to My adversary once you turn to 
Me of your own free will.... Try to penetrate the nature of My Divinity ever more deeply, Which is 
Love Itself.... And you will feel more and more that a God of love will not want your misfortune, that 
it will therefore be kept at bay if you merely follow Him.... if you merely take My hand, which I will 
always extend to you if you walk alone, and walk with Me. My eyes constantly watch over you and 
recognise  all  dangers....  Do you  really  believe  that  My love  will  leave  you unprotected  in  such 
dangers? Do you think that I would let you walk alone even if you wanted it? I follow you because I 
know you and your hearts and because I know that you belong to Me as a result of your will. But you 
will be put under pressure and burdened for as long as you walk alone without taking My hand, and 
you will experience problems which shall remind you of Me and make you call for Me.... And I will  
be with you in every adversity of body and soul, for My love is always close to you and only waits for  
your call in order to walk by your side again and to provide you with reliable protection, which will 
make you feel safe and secure because you will then be walking consciously next to Me. Don't lose 
this consciousness of My presence.... Time and again you should turn your thoughts to Me, and time 
and again you should think of the One Who follows you with tireless love and patience, Who wants to 
possess you completely, to Whom you should hand yourselves over in complete faith that He will lead 
you out of all adversity....

M

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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The right Father-child relationship.... B.D. No. 7165

July 14th 1958

xcept ye become as little children, ye shall not enter into the kingdom of heaven....' It is an odd 
statement that I expected you to become children, after all, I gave you a whole lifetime, from 

infancy to old age, so that you shall mature on earth. However, you should not use a child's deficiency 
and lack of understanding as an example but the childlike trust towards the Father, which makes My 
Fatherly heart receptive, which I will not reject, which opens the kingdom of heaven for you.... It is 
the truly childlike faith which a child places into its Father, the trusting pleas which ensure that I will 
grant them; it is the humility of a child which can therefore receive an abundance of blessings. And 
can any love ever be more pure and unselfish than that of the child for its Father? A child does not first 
intellectually assess the feelings it has for the Father; it is driven by its heart to the Father and only the 
heart takes the direct path to Me and completely hands itself over to Me. And where the heart of a 
person is moved by such love, My Word is confirmed, for he will truly enter My kingdom, because I 
will never ever let go of him again, I will draw the child to My heart and bestow eternal life upon it in 
blissful happiness.... Furthermore, My Words are intended to tell you that you humans will hardly 
reach your goal  on earth by using intellectual  thinking....  that  therefore increasing adulthood,  the 
fulfilment of life or even intellectual conclusions cannot replace the childlike love for Me.... that the 
right kind of relationship with Me must be that of a child with its Father, for this relationship includes 
everything  needed  for  the  attainment  of  psychological  maturity:  Love,  humility  and  complete 
submission to My will.... But how many people establish this heartfelt relationship with Me.... how 
many are capable of calling upon Me in their heart as a Father Who takes care of His child with  
burning love and helps it in every adversity and danger.... And how few take hold of Me with their 
childlike love and thereby inextricably chain Me to themselves. These people, however, have acquired 
the kingdom of heaven, for it automatically comes to those in whom I can dwell, drawn by the love of 
My child. And thus you will understand that I do not regard those who are great, instead, I bend down 
to those who are small; that I do not value what the human being achieves or has achieved with his 
human abilities and their training, instead, I only look into his heart as such, and that every ray of love 
I discover therein is pleasing to Me, for this ray of love has nothing to do with human abilities, it was 
solely  kindled  through  the  heartfelt  bond  with  Me,  which  characterises  the  right  Father-child 
relationship. And therefore only a 'true child' will take possession of My kingdom, as I have promised 
through My Word....

E

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Conditions for attaining childship to God.... B.D. No. 7280

February 11th 1959

very one of you is destined to walk the path across earth who wants to attain childship to God, 
but not every one of you attains it, rather, there are only a few whose earthly path is so successful  

that they can depart as true children whom the father can receive into His kingdom. For conditions 
have to be fulfilled which could certainly be fulfilled by people but which nevertheless cost too much 
self-conquest to be taken seriously by all people. The prerequisite for attaining childship to God is a 
life of love which results in a high degree of maturity, and very few people are prepared for such an 
activity  of  love.  But  it  is  nothing  impossible,  God  does  not  demand  something  that  would  be 
unfulfillable for human beings.... But childship to God ensures the being an immeasurably blissful 
existence  in  the  father's  immediate  proximity....  What  this  means  cannot  be  explained  to  you 
exhaustively, but it is a fate which promises supreme bliss to the being which has become God's 'child' 
from a 'creature'....  God has then achieved His goal,  which He already planned when He created 
countless spiritual beings and which also provides Himself with unlimited bliss. But to reach this goal 
requires the free will of every individual being, and therefore there will also only rarely be people on 
earth who so seriously strive towards the goal and are completely absorbed in love during their earthly 
life. And yet, every human being could achieve it, for living in love is not that difficult if only the 

E
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human being would muster the serious will to do so. But love must be practiced for its own sake, not 
out of calculation, for the latter would not be love. Love must be kindled in the heart and then flare up  
ever more brightly through loving activity, then the fire of love will quickly spread and take hold of 
everything.... or also: Anyone who is once driven from within to work with love will never let up, 
because every work of love is a bond with the eternal love and fills him with ever new strength which 
he uses again to work with love. But the human being is too full of selfish love and as long as he does  
not conquer it,  that is,  as long as he does not overcome himself,  he will  only ever try but never 
seriously strive to fulfil the commandments of love. Yet only the beginning will cost overcoming, for 
nothing can soon tempt a loving person to do it to himself.... He finds far more happiness in loving his  
neighbour  than  in  fulfilling  his  own wishes  and desires.  And this  degree  must  be  reached if  the 
attainment of childship to God is to follow, which only requires pure, selfless love, which one day will 
bring him endless happiness, such as the father provides for His child whom He loves above all else. 
You shall  certainly all  become God's children,  yet His children will  have the right to the father's  
inheritance, who will immediately return from earth into the father's arms, who will directly receive 
His  strength  of  love  and therefore  also  be  directly  permeated  by Him, which  signifies  unlimited 
beatitude. Only the path across this earth earns the once fallen original spirits the childship to God, 
although other souls can also expect beatitude in the spiritual kingdom if they have developed into 
beings of light on earth or in the beyond, but the degree of light of all beings is different, and the 
highest degree which can be attained on earth is the degree of childship to God, which you should all 
strive for and which you could also achieve with good will and heartfelt bond with the God and 
creator Who wants to be your father.... For this heartfelt bond will give you the strength to overcome 
yourselves, and once you have become completely selfless you will only ever work with love, you 
will try to make happy and not think of yourselves but only of your fellow human beings. And then 
your degree of love will increase and you will be certain of God's presence, which is also a guarantee 
that you will  be close to the father....  For the father desires His children,  for whom He wants to 
prepare an eternal life in unlimited bliss....

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 

Loving father words.... B.D. No. 7510

January 29th 1960

ou may confidently leave yourselves to My guidance if you have approached Me for it. Hand 
over all your worries and needs to Me and then just wait for everything else and it will work out  

as it is good for you earthly and spiritually. You would only lack full confidence in My help otherwise  
you would go your earthly path calmly and cheerfully, always in the certainty that I will take care of 
everything for you and that you only need to leave yourselves to Me. But you do not yet possess this 
very strength of faith and it cannot be given to you, you have to acquire it.... once through the firm 
will to come close to Me, and secondly through loving activity, which will certainly earn you My 
presence, which will then also give you this firm faith. I cannot give you this faith but again and again 
I can assure you that you have a faithful helper in Me Who is always concerned about your spiritual 
and also your earthly well-being. And therefore you can also address earthly requests to Me, I will 
grant them if only you firmly believe in them.... And thus your earthly life can also take a sudden turn 
which you do not expect.... For My ways are often different from your ways or your plans, because I 
know all your hardship and suffering but I want you to consciously present them to Me in order to be 
able to help you. I want you to discuss everything with Me because I want to possess your trust and 
express your confidence in My help, for I want your faith to strengthen when you visibly experience 
My help.... A strong faith is everything, it carries you over everything difficult, it makes you resilient 
and courageous in battle, a strong faith is a close bond with Me, a strong faith secures My presence for 
you, and in a strong faith you can achieve everything from Me, for I will not let a strong faith fail....

Y

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 
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Lack of trust.... in God Weakness of faith.... B.D. No. 1393

April 26th 1940

nly in the always constant attitude turned towards God lies the firmness of faith....  makes it  
impossible to waver. The more intimately the heart beats towards the divine Father, the stronger 

and more unshakeable is the faith. Therefore, the intimate relationship of the child to the father must 
never be disturbed. For then divine strength can also reach the human being without interruption, and 
this strength first expresses itself in a strong faith and joyful confession of faith towards the fellow 
world and in a joyful affirmation of life. His gaze is clear, his train of thought corresponds to the 
divine will and all actions and omissions are likewise willed by God. The child seeks the closeness of 
the Father, and this also brings him complete peace and security, for all his thoughts are then rightly 
guided. And every separation from Him will be noticeable to a God-desiring person,.... for once he has 
been allowed to enjoy the security of the Father's heart every state of separation from Him will be....  
and trust.... He lacks faith.... He is weak and without inner peace, for he lacks the Father's nearness....  
And this is often the result of a lack of trust in God in earthly adversity. Every earthly adversity should 
be presented trustingly to the Father in heaven. However, if the human being allows himself to be 
overwhelmed and, instead of joining God all the more intimately, loosens the bond which connects 
him with the Father in heaven, the strength will also become less and this will result in a weakness of 
faith. You can achieve nothing without God.... With God you will pass every battle, without God you 
will be defeated. Time and again earthly things separate you from God and yet this is your own fault, 
for God does not command your thoughts, therefore don't let them stray from Him and turn to other 
things, for this will not satisfy you, you will walk along in constant restlessness until you have found 
your way back to trust in God again, until you have found your way back.... Trust in God is faith.... 
and a believing earthly child should not let itself be shaken by anything, it should unconditionally 
hand itself over to the Father in heaven, only then will it feel the strength of profound faith in itself 
and accept all difficulties in life without worry, for they are always touchstones of faith which must 
not cause the human being to fall.

O

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

The value of a "living" faith.... B.D. No. 8209

July 8th 1962

ou will also be told time and again that you can only gain a living faith through love.... For love 
unites you with Me, Who is love Myself, and then your faith in Me must also be alive because 

you feel My presence, thus it is conviction for you what you should 'believe'.... for believing means 
believing something to be true for which you lack the evidence.... But then you will no longer need 
evidence, for the feeling of My presence is the strongest evidence of Myself, and then you will also 
know that I work with you or that you can work with Me, that everything is possible for you because 
it is I Myself Who now carries out what you ask for or what you want to do yourselves in strong faith 
in Me and My strength.... I Myself am love, and you must unite yourselves intimately with this love, 
which you will  always do when you carry out works of love,  when you only ever seek to show 
unselfish  love  to  your  neighbour,  when  you  help  where  help  is  needed,  when  you  assist  your 
neighbour earthly and spiritually.... when you take care of his earthly and spiritual needs and thus 
serve him with love.... The blessing of such works of love flows back to you a thousand fold, and the 
feeling of a  living faith is the most delicious thing you can gain through it,  for then you will go 
through earthly life completely carefree, you will have intercourse with Me again as with your father 
at every hour, and there are no doubts or unsolvable problems for you, for in this living faith you leave 
everything to Me, your father of eternity, Who is constantly present in you and you can never feel 
abandoned because you know yourselves to be safe in Me.... And you will understand how extremely 

Y
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important it is that you practise love.... that you perform deeds of love which give you strength for  
your way of life, that it constantly takes place in love and thereby you establish an ever closer bond 
with Me, your God and father of eternity.... Who created you out of His love. Anyone who has gained 
a living faith will now also safely walk the path of ascent, for since he knows that I Myself am present  
to him he will only walk in My company, Who will truly also lead him to the goal.... He can now also  
say with conviction: "I not only believe but I know that God is close to me...." For living faith will no 
longer allow any doubt, living faith will also no longer allow any weakness, for it  is strength itself, 
because it cannot be thought of without love and love is the strength which now flows through him 
and enables him to do everything he wants out of his love.... And therefore he will also be able to  
accomplish every work of love if it benefits his fellow human being; he will also be able to heal the  
sick, for the love within him and firm faith give him the strength to do so, because the knowledge is 
now also within him when and whether an unusual activity on his neighbour is also a blessing.... Just 
try to gain living faith, which therefore requires loving activity, and you will truly do justice to your 
earthly task. You will mature in your soul, you will have Me Myself as your constant companion, for 
you unite with Me through love, and everything you do now you accomplish with Me.... And your 
earthly life will truly bring you perfection, for you should only shape yourselves into love, then you 
will also accomplish your soul's transformation, you will return to your original state again, and then 
you will be blissfully happy again and remain eternally....

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 

Humility.... B.D. No. 5587

January 27th 1953

pproach God in all humility and He will lovingly draw close to you. Listen to the voice of your  
heart, don't become arrogant in spirit when His love becomes obvious to you but always remain 

humbly devoted to Him, then the measure of grace He pours out on you will be inexhaustible, then 
you  will  truly  be  His  children  who  have  found  the  path  to  the  Father's  heart....  Humility  must 
completely fill you, and even the greatest gift of love must not let you become arrogant, for it is only 
His greater than great love which bestows that gift upon you but not your worthiness. What is weak is 
lovingly regarded by God as soon as it recognises its weakness and humbly withholds itself from 
Eternal Love..... Then it will truly be showered with an abundance of grace which will secure you a 
high ascent. And thus a simple explanation is given to you humans when and how God bestows His 
gifts of grace; information is given to you as to what alone is necessary in order to receive a richest 
measure of grace.... Humility is presented as the virtue which is looked upon by God with eyes of  
love, which moves Him to empty Himself, to distribute an abundance of grace which surely leads the 
human being to the goal, to the union of the child with the Father.... Just as a child approaches the 
Father in all humility, so the human being must also feel humble towards the eternal Father. But where 
humility  fades,  God  also  withdraws  His  grace.  Humility,  however,  demands  nothing  for  itself; 
humility feels so infinitely small in the face of the divinity, which it certainly suspects but does not 
dare to address. True humility will only produce a slur, it will not be able to express itself with words,  
for it does not dare to address words to the highest Being, Which can already destroy with a thought 
what It once created.... Humility is silent and only falls down before the face of God, pleading for His 
mercy.... Humility waits patiently until it is raised up by His benevolent hand. And where you humans 
recognise this humility, there the flow of grace also flows uninterruptedly into the heart, there God's 
presence is evident, there the connection from earth to heaven is created, there God inclines Himself 
to earth and fills the vessel with His grace which is held out to Him openly, the heart which humbly 
surrenders  itself  to  God  in  the  knowledge  of  its  unworthiness  and  weakness....  (27.1.1953)  For 
humility of heart is the soul's highest adornment, it opens, as it were, the gate to the spiritual kingdom, 
it  opens  the  source  of  grace,  for  where  humility  is  there  is  also  love  for  God,  Whom the  soul  
acknowledges as a supra-holy Being, Whom it hardly dares to look up to but Whom it strives towards,  
to Whom it would like to make itself entirely its own: The soul's humble devotion to its Creator and 
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Father from eternity is the shortest path to Him, for a powerful wave of love and grace carries it over 
all obstacles to the Father's heart, Who graciously draws it to Himself because a humble soul is well 
pleasing to Him. True humility of heart  need not be outwardly recognisable,  rather it  often hides 
behind an impenetrable nature, for true humility does not apply to people but to the God and Creator 
from eternity, true humility does not venture forth, it walks silently, True humility does not dare to  
come forward, it walks quiet, solitary paths in modesty and never comes forward, it is without any 
self-love  but  always  endeavours  to  make  its  fellow human beings  aware  of  God's  greatness  and 
holiness, because it itself feels how small and miserable the human being is in comparison to His 
holiness. And she will find grace in abundance.... for her whole being is an abhorrence of the former 
sin of apostasy from God, Whom she would never ever want to offend and Who therefore grasps her 
will, which is fully turned towards Him, and draws the soul to Himself in the most ardent merciful 
love....

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

Devotion of the child to the father.... B.D. No. 7414

September 23rd 1959

f you adhere to Me like children, no harm can ever come to you, for My fatherly love watches over  
those who want to be My children. I only require your trusting remembrance, a devotion which 

only a child can muster who loves its father and also knows itself to be loved by Him. This child no 
longer knows any distance from Me, it comes very close to Me with its love, it firmly nestles against 
Me and is therefore also safely sheltered in My arms.... It feels this security and now knows neither 
fear nor worry, for it knows that I take care of the child, that it can hand itself over to Me in complete 
trust,  that  I  satisfy  all  its  needs  and  protect  it  against  all  attacks  which  the  enemy  repeatedly 
undertakes against My own. But he cannot reach them if they take refuge in Me in their adversity. And 
if a person can muster this trust in Me then he can truly travel his earthly path easily and safely, he 
will not have too many worries, he will always know Me by his side and also always turn his thoughts 
towards Me, which is always the best protection against enemy attacks, for the will which applies to 
Me gives Me the right to protect him from the enemy. But this requires a childlike trust, a devotion 
like that of a child which knows no inhibitions and is devoted to Me with all its soul. And again and 
again I can only say that a person full of love will always accomplish this devotion to Me, for love 
urges him towards Me, towards My heart, and love tears down all barriers which are still erected 
between the human being and Me, for where love exists I Myself come to meet the human being and 
draw him towards Me in return for love.... because love urges love. Become like the children.... The 
saying was not given to people in vain, for a right child relationship always testifies to love, and I am 
accessible to a person's love at all times, a person's love will always have power over Me, i.e., a loving 
child compels Me to reciprocate its love, and reciprocated love is equal to the fulfilment of every wish 
and request.... This is why a person who is filled with love will never make a wrong request, for his 
prayer is already fulfilled before he has voiced it, because I can never deny Myself love and give 
Myself  away  in  excess.  And  therefore  an  intercession  made  with  love  is  also  extraordinarily 
effective.... Where love intercedes for a fellow human being there will truly be fulfilment, for right  
love also guarantees right prayer, right love knows what it can ask for and will therefore never make a 
wrong request. Love drives the child to the father, and the child is accepted full of love, for I only  
desire My children's love which makes Me Myself happy and also allows Me to give unlimited gifts, 
which is a blessing for My children.... And the right union with Me can only be found in this devoted 
love, where the child pushes towards the father of its own free will and the father draws it to His heart 
in order to make it eternally blissful....

I

Amen
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Translation handled by Doris Boekers 

Fatherly Words of love.... B.D. No. 2752

May 24th 1943

imply remain devoted to Me in love, then you will have nothing to fear, regardless of what will 
happen. And do not forget that I Am in control of your destiny, that everything that comes upon 

you is  good. Do not  forget  that  My love arranges  your life  such that  it  will  benefit  your higher 
development. Believe in My love, then you will also understand everything, you will patiently endure 
even the most difficult situation and confidently expect My help if life seems unbearable to you. After 
all,  My love and My will only intend to bring about your perfection, and My wisdom knows the 
means and ways for you; therefore trust Me that I only have your spiritual well-being at heart and will 
not send you anything which would not benefit the latter. Become like little children, let yourselves be 
guided by Me without hesitation, always hoping and believing that I will not let you take the wrong 
path, even if the path is stony and laborious. Your soul will thank Me one day that I let you suffer  
during your life on earth. What is the short earthly life compared to eternity.... where glories await you 
which for you, as human beings, are beyond your imagination. Why do you despair if you believe in 
Me?..... I Am Love.... and love would truly not let you suffer if you did not need this suffering for your 
soul.... I let you suffer because I love you and want to help you, and because you will not find the path 
to Me by any other means. Your path is thorny and laborious, yet the wide passable path does not lead 
to Me, instead, it leads into My adversary's camp, and My love can never allow you to enter this path 
which will inevitably lead to disaster. Trust Me and willingly hand yourselves over to Me, take the 
cross upon you and appeal to Me to help you carry it; don't become disheartened and despondent but 
be  glad  that,  through suffering,  you become aware  of  My love  which  you shall  recognise  in  all  
distress. Be patient and wait for My help which is certain to come if only you believe.... And if you are 
overcome by weakness, if you waver in faith, then pray.... Call upon Me for strength, send merely a 
thought up to Me and commend yourselves to My grace.... I will truly not leave you without comfort, 
I  will  strengthen you and your soul will  rejoice.  For it  will  feel  My presence and experience the 
strength it receives from a heartfelt prayer to Me. For as long as you can enter into a dialogue with 
Me, you will not be lonely and forsaken, for I will always hear you and I Am constantly concerned 
that your soul shall mature as long as you still live on earth. And I will help you, even if your body 
does not  feel  this  help.....  My help applies to that  which is  immortal,  because this  immortal  part 
belongs to Me and thus shall also attain Me. And so you should recognise My love at all times and 
humbly accept everything from My hand, be it joy or suffering....  Your adversity on earth can be 
called small compared to the adversity in the beyond, which I want to spare you by treating you 
harshly on earth. Be faithful and trust Me.... One day you will realise that I was only motivated by 
love to send such immense suffering upon the earth, that I made you learn the hard way in order to 
win you over for My kingdom, in order to help you gain eternal life in blissful happiness in this 
kingdom. As long as you are still burdened by earthly difficulties you do not recognise your Father's  
love completely, yet I call to you with comforting Words: Don't let go of your love for Me, so that My 
love will be able to take hold of you and compensate you a thousand fold for all earthly suffering and 
adversities.... Take refuge in Me, so that I can help you carry your suffering and don't despair, for your 
life on earth won't last forever.... I will finish it when your hour has come and call your soul to Me....

S

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Strokes of fate.... The Father's love.... B.D. No. 6277

June 6th 1955

y  care  pursues  you  with  never  changing  love,  for  I  don't  want  your  downfall  but  your 
happiness.... I want your salvation from darkness and your admission into light. This is why I 

will not throw you into misery and hardship for any other motive than to aid your ascent, because you 
still languish in darkness and cannot muster the strength to ascend on your own. But My methods and 

M
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their effectiveness are unknown to you, and you are easily inclined to believe that I Am cruel.... Yet  
believe in My love and believe that My action is only ever motivated by love, that with every event I 
only ever intend your beatitude.... Only I know the outcome of such events, only I know which path  
you would have followed without My strokes of fate.... and only I know when such a path will lead 
you astray. And what I then allow to happen to prevent it is only ever based on My love and will have 
beneficial results even if this seems incomprehensible to you humans.

Thus, the last days before the end urgently require painful interventions on My part, and they will 
repeat themselves many a time, My hand will increasingly have to solve problems and there will be 
much suffering and mourning, but souls will also be rescued, people will be evidently directed to the 
One Who holds everyone's fate in His hands.... even though they will then only fear Him since they 
will  be  unable  to  love  Him....  but  they  will  acknowledge  Him,  they  will  believe  in  a  God  and 
Controller of heaven and earth.... And this belief can show them the way forward if they are of good 
will.... My love belongs to the smallest creature and I alone safeguard all life so that one day it will  
enter the stage of free will and be able to fulfil its last task on earth.... But how much more will I look  
after those who have already reached this stage so that they do not regress and will not have walked 
their earthly path in vain....

But I also recognise the obstacles on every person's earthly path. And I know whether a human being 
will rise above this hurdle or whether he is in danger of failing.... And therefore I pursue him with My 
care and pull  him back or  continue to  guide him onto another  path....  But I  will  never  want  his 
downfall.... Besides, you should know that I Am always a considerate Father.... and that My Fatherly 
care is truly more valuable for the earthly human being than any person's care for his fellow human 
being....

You should always hold on to this when you doubtfully question yourselves as to how I can allow 
children to become orphans, families to be deprived of their provider, the most precious possession to 
be taken away from people.... I can give comfort to everyone, I can take all worries from them, and I 
Am a Father to all who are lonely and abandoned.... yet they have to find their way to Me.... And this 
is what I intend, that they establish a relationship with Me in utmost adversity.... For of what use are 
words which confess faith in Me if they are not turned into action, if people don't come to Me when 
earthly suffering threatens to depress them.... The living faith will be a true support for people.... but a 
dead faith will awaken one doubt after another about God's love and omnipotence.... And every human 
being is confronted by hours of intense hardship.... Then they shall take their path to Me and I will 
truly help them in their distress....

I Am the only One who can take but also give. And if you humans know this then you should also 
believe that I can  heal the wounds I have inflicted on you for the sake of your beatitude.... believe 
firmly  and without  doubt  that  not  everything you regard  as  good and useful  will  always lead to 
beatitude.... My ways are often different but they will certainly lead to the goal. Always come to Me in 
this belief, and you may then experience My love because you believe in Me....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Comforting father words.... B.D. No. 1850

March 17th 1941

et the little children come to Me and do not hinder them.... Come to Me, all you who are weary 
and burdened, and I will give you rest.... .Can I give you more assurance that you will not be  

lonely and abandoned than through these words of Mine? I am the Father of the wise, the Friend of the 
poor, the Comforter of the afflicted, and the Protector of all who are afflicted He.... who takes refuge  
in Me can truly be relieved of every care. And that is why you are to come to me in every trouble and  
present your request to me; I want to be present always and everywhere where you need me and my 
help; I want to direct you on all your ways towards me; I want to avert suffering and change it into 
joys, and therefore you will not be abandoned and helpless in the suffering, which I let come over you 
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for testing. I demand your hearts; I want that you unite intimately with me; I want that in the coming 
time of trouble you are strengthened in faith in me and my love.... ; I want that you can stand up for 
me in full conviction, that you can represent me before all the world. I want that my love becomes  
obvious in you, that you feel me in your nearness,.... I want that you become calm in your suffering, 
that you devotedly and believingly entrust yourselves to me to be able to visibly work on you, so that  
you become aware of my power and strength, so that I live in your hearts, that you deal with me like  
with your brother, that you are not anxious but believing. Because my love is greater than all trouble, 
my arm is stronger than danger, and what means great suffering for you, that will earn you a state of 
maturity, which you can never reach otherwise. And so I call to you: Believe, love and trust.... Become 
like the little children, who carelessly leave everything to the father, because they know that his love 
only wants.... the best for his children And come to me in all trouble; I want to help you, and never 
ever you are to call me for help in vain, because I hear the prayer of those who acknowledge me as 
their father and implore me in all trouble.... .

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

God's help in every need.... B.D. No. 5945

April 30th 1954

here is no adversity so great that I cannot remedy it; and there is no enemy stronger than I.... 
Therefore, stand by My side and join Me in the battle against the one who threatens to destroy 

you, and don't be fickle for a second, so that you doubt Me that I will help you. For I am and will 
remain a saviour from all adversity for anyone who only wants to walk with Me. Whatever troubles 
you.... be it spiritual or earthly.... come to Me with it and don't try to cope with anything on your own, 
because  in  your  weakness  you  won't  be  able  to  cope  on  your  own,  but  you  will  soon  become 
despondent and fall into ever greater adversity....  But if you turn to Me immediately without first 
having  to  deal  with  your  oppressive  worry  then  you  will  already  be  relieved  of  this  worry,  for 
whatever you faithfully entrust to Me I will also take care of for you, and truly, in such a way that you 
will obviously recognise My support. But what does 'full of faith' mean? You certainly come to Me but 
mostly only with a questioning and anxious heart.... you don't come to Me with the confidence to ask 
your Father for something, Who will certainly not refuse you anything. The more confident you are, 
the less you doubt My will to help and My might, the more certain you are of My help, for I want your 
faith,  because  a  strong faith  also demonstrates  the  bond with Me and then the  purpose of  every 
adversity is also achieved, that you establish the connection with Me in all intimacy.... Call upon Me 
in times of need, come to the Father like children and present all your needs to Him, and then wait for 
the help which will surely be granted to you if only you believe....

T

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

God's everlasting help to completion.... B.D. No. 8953

March 13th 1965

 know no other aim than to make you happy forever, and even if you have to go through suffering 
and  tribulation  on  earth,  everything  serves  to  reshape  you  again  into  what  you  were  in  the 

beginning: perfect beings, but which have now become My 'children' of their own free will,  with 
whom I can create and work in all bliss.... But since it concerns a state which no longer has an end,  
your earthly life is only a very short moment and therefore also all suffering and all tribulation is 
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limited. And you will thank Me that I used all these means to form you so that you can enjoy eternal  
happiness, because you can now supply light even to the still  imperfect; you can take part in the 
redemption of innumerable souls, which still cover the course over earth with the same aim to also 
reach perfection. And these souls all still have to feel great suffering and affliction; they still stand in 
the midst of the fight against the dark forces; they have not yet decided for Me, and that is why the 
hardship will become more and more violent, because mankind has mercy on Me, because it stands 
shortly before the end, and I still use all means to make the decision for Me easy for them.... Yet I will  
only achieve little success with it, and yet I give all people the assurance that they will one day reach 
the aim, that I will not leave any soul in darkness for eternity, that it will one day return to Me.... Yet  
the souls themselves determine the length of time until their return.... For they are subject to the law of 
time and space, and they will remain subject to this law until they have perfected themselves, until 
time and space are eliminated for them.... until they can dwell where they want, and also past, present 
and future  are  no  longer  separate  concepts  for  them.  Then they will  also  only  see the  past  as  a 
moment; they will certainly be able to put themselves into it, but no longer feel pain; every event will 
be understandable to them, because they recognize it as means of My love and therefore sing praise 
and thanks to Me that I helped them to perfection. Then your earth life is truly only like a moment, 
measured in eternity.... But as man you are still equipped with the concept of time and space, which 
only stops with your perfection, because also this is the result of your fall to the deep, that you became 
limited in all sensations, however always only both to your own agony as also to the relief of earth 
existence, because only that could be imposed on you, what you are able to carry. But nevertheless, 
during earthly time you also have the opportunity to place all burdens on His shoulders, Who died for 
you and your guilt of sin on the cross.... if you hand yourselves over to Him, then everything will 
seem bearable to you, and you will patiently take everything upon yourselves and thus also reach the 
aim more easily....  to complete union with Me, Who then can also prepare bliss  for you without 
measure.  But  as long as  you yourselves  prevent  Me from it,  by you not  acknowledging Me and 
therefore deny Me as before every acknowledgment, you are also powerless, because My love cannot 
illuminate you, therefore you will also feel every suffering stronger; you will go through earth life in 
agony and tribulation or be supported by My opponent, who demands your soul for it. But suffering is 
a sign that I will not let you fall, that I wrestle for your soul because you do not yet want to accept My 
love.... which would also avert suffering for you.... Take it upon yourselves patiently, and know that I 
do everything to turn your looks towards Me, and take earth life only as a temporary test, which you 
have to pass.... It will pass, just as everything earthly is transient.... But if you emerge from this test  
purified, you will thank Me eternally for having saved you from a fall into the abyss, which will result 
in the endless long walk through earth's creation again....

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 

"Cast all your cares on Me.... " B.D. No. 3568

October 5th 1945

nd I say to you that it is truly better that you take refuge in Me in prayer than that you anxiously 
worry in order to cover the body's needs. For only I can give you what you need, and only My 

will  is  decisive  as  to  how far  your  earthly  worries  will  bring  you success.  But  if  you pray you 
determine this will to grant you help, and then it is the right care if you leave it to Me. You should 
indeed fulfil your duty on earth, you should take your office seriously and fill the place you have been 
placed in, but you should drop all anxious worry about the future, for can you secure it for yourselves? 
If My will is against it, you worry in vain, and if My will provides you with what you need, therefore 
make every effort to make this will of Mine inclined towards you through a pleasing way of life and 
unity with Me. Never forget that you have a loving Father Who takes care of His children and only 
strives to be accepted as His child.... the Father Who loves His children will never let them go empty-
handed but will cover all their needs and try to provide a carefree existence for the children. And thus 
you, as My children, are always in the most faithful care, and spiritually and physically you will lack 
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nothing. But you have to testify to your childship to Me by intimately praying to Me, your Father from 
eternity. Do not worry anxiously but cast all your worries upon Me and My Fatherly love will take 
them away from you according to  your  faith  and your  way of  life.  And therefore  strive  to  live 
according to My will, and My will will be inclined towards you, My love will take over the care for 
your spiritual and earthly well-being,  and you may carelessly hand yourselves over to Me....  But 
anyone who anxiously worries still belongs to the world, he does not yet recognise in Me the Father to 
Whom he can take refuge in every adversity and danger; he still trusts too much in his own strength  
and  is  therefore  repeatedly  exposed  to  disappointments  and  new hardships  and  worries  until  he 
remembers the One Who can take all his worries away, Who wants to express His Fatherly love but 
wants to be approached for it in heartfelt prayer.... And therefore drop all earthly worries, you who 
want to be My children, and let Me take care of you.... Remember the soul, respect its adversity and 
seek to remedy it.... And I will guide you through earthly hardship and danger so that you will feel the 
strength of faith and join Me ever more closely. For a strong faith is able to banish all adversity....

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

Soul Food.... God's care for earthly needs.... B.D. No. 3637

December 26th 1945

he food of the soul shall be desired first, and to it shall be the desire of the heart.... and every 
earthly worry will become obsolete.... This is My condition which I set in order to be able to take  

care of you, in order to provide you with everything you need for the preservation of earthly life. I will 
gladly take care of you, yet you must also fulfil My will, you must make the salvation of your souls  
your first concern, for the sake of which I gave you earthly life. And your souls can only mature if you 
feed and water them, if you don't let  them starve during your earthly life. The soul must receive 
spiritual nourishment because it is spiritual, and this nourishment is constantly offered to it through 
My Word. Therefore, if you accept My Word in order to nourish your souls it will be able to perfect  
itself;  it  will  receive strength which will  enable it  to mature.  And therefore you must first  desire 
spiritual nourishment, you must long for My Word and hungrily accept it within yourselves, and you 
will fulfil the condition I set and can look forward to every day without worry.... I cover all your needs 
in helpfulness which is also clearly recognisable to you. My concern is only for your soul, yet you 
must tackle the work on it. I cannot shape your soul into perfection but your free will must accomplish 
this. The maturing of the soul is the goal and purpose of your earthly existence, and I will always help 
you to reach the goal. And thus, if you seriously strive to become perfect, you can only use all care for  
your spiritual well-being, and I will relieve you of earthly worries, I will give you everything you 
need. For I rejoice over My children if they accept the nourishment from heaven offered to them in 
their desire for Me, if they open their hearts hungering and thirsting in order to let themselves be 
satisfied by Me. And I now provide for them abundantly, spiritually and earthly.... He who hungers 
shall be fed, he who thirsts shall be watered, I will sustain the body until it departs from earth, until it 
has fulfilled its purpose of enabling the soul to mature. Therefore, don't worry and be anxious but 
leave all earthly worries to Me, your Father of eternity, Who will not let you go hungry if only you 
desire My Word in your desire for Me, which is always offered to you if you hunger and thirst for it....

T

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 
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God's care for the human being.... B.D. No. 7540

March 6th 1960

irst seek the kingdom of God.... For it is your task in life to find the contact with My kingdom so 
that this kingdom can receive you again one day when you leave the earth. This is, in fact, your 

only task, because everything else will sort itself out, if only you make an effort to do justice to this 
task. You were placed in this earthly world in order to look for the spiritual kingdom while you live in 
it.... But you were also given a glorious promise that you will be able to cope with this earthly world 
as well if you fulfil the condition of looking for the kingdom of God first.... In a manner of speaking, I 
promised you a reward which, by itself, should alone entice you to comply with My requirement, for 
as a result of My promise you are also spared the struggle for existence, the worry about your life,  
about your earthly life....

F

You need only take care of your soul's salvation, and I will take over the care for your physical well-
being and sort out everything, which otherwise would demand a great deal of effort from you if you 
had to deal with it by yourselves. I will take over the care which earthly life demands of you as soon 
as you fulfil My requirement: to first strive for My kingdom and its justice.... i.e. if you completely 
hand yourselves over to Me because you recognise Me as your God and Creator, as your Father of 
eternity, because you recognise that true justice can only be found with Me, a life according to your 
soul's maturity, and because you realise that this is why you should seek Me and My kingdom, which 
will then certainly be opened for those of you who hand yourselves over to Me with complete trust in 
My justice.... You should only live in the right way with a view of acquiring My kingdom.... You 
should strive for heartfelt contact with Me....

However, don't look for Me in the world, for My kingdom is not of this world, therefore you must  
turn your thoughts heavenwards, away from the world and its enticements.... you must think of My 
kingdom, your true home, which you once abandoned and to which you should return again. And you 
will not regret it if you follow My advice to strive for this kingdom, for you will also be relieved of all 
earthly worries and problems at the same time, because I will take care of these on your behalf and, in 
every adversity, I will truly look after you. I will provide for you in an earthly way like a father for his 
children,  I will  give to you what you need in everyday life,  and I will  also provide you with an 
abundance of spiritual wealth, for as soon as you turn your eyes to Me and My kingdom you will also 
receive gifts of grace from there and your bond with Me will grow increasingly stronger, earthly life 
will no longer be a burden to you, you will have what you require.... physically and spiritually.... For 
then  you  will  have  escaped  from  the  danger  of  succumbing  to  the  world  and  its  demands,  of  
completely becoming enslaved by it and thus you will also have escaped from the lord of the world by 
completely consciously turning towards My kingdom which will now be granted to you. First seek the 
kingdom of God, all other things will be given to you.... This promise shall encourage you to look for 
the bond with Me and My kingdom, for as yet you are often held back by earthly worries, which you 
take more seriously than the worry for your soul.... But I promise you certain help, I take all your 
worries upon Me, providing you first look for Me and My kingdom.... Therefore you can live your 
earthly life completely without worry, if only you would always remember My promise.... However, 
only a few people take these Words seriously but they are released from all earthly burdens, for I 
Myself look after them, and I will lovingly look after every person who only ever strives to gain Me 
and My kingdom. And he will certainly reach the goal, he will find Me and unite with Me. He will not  
live his life on earth in vain, he will be admitted to My kingdom and be very happy....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Fatherly Love.... God's guidance.... B.D. No. 3506

August 5th 1945

hy do you fear and tremble?.... Do I not take part in your fate by always promising you My 
help? Just place your complete trust in Me and let yourselves be guided, and My guidance is W
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truly right. You can walk along comfortably by My hand, the Father's love protects you and will not 
let you fall. Yet you must overcome small difficulties so that you will grasp the Father's hand all the  
more firmly, so that you will not forget His guidance, detach yourselves and want to travel the path 
alone. For this is a danger for you. Therefore, don't shrink from the hardship which makes the path 
seem arduous to you every day, accept all obstacles with complete trust in My help and you will easily 
overcome them and be able to calmly go your way again. For I always and constantly accompany you 
as soon as you want to accept My company. And strength will flow over to you from My nearness, and 
thus  you  need  not  fear  anything,  whatever  the  world  threatens  you  with.  It  is  My  will  or  My 
permission that people will still suffer great hardship for the sake of their souls which are still turned 
away from Me. But I lovingly take care of My Own, even though they have to share in the suffering 
and hardship of the general public. Let Me take care of you and free your hearts from every care of the 
body.... And only remember your souls that they need not go hungry; stay united with Me, pray and 
practise love, and you will never ever be without strength, for I will not forget My Own, and I will 
hear and listen to every call to Me. And believe firmly and without doubt that nothing is impossible 
for Me and that I Am closer to you than ever in the greatest adversity. But in My plan from eternity 
this adversity is intended, however, only as help for the lost souls which would otherwise get lost. But  
anyone who believes in Me, in My love and omnipotence, can let go of all worries, for as My child he 
will always be allowed to feel the loving Father's hand which carefully looks after him on his path 
through life. People's spiritual low requires a time of adversity which is so drastic that it hardly seems 
bearable to people. And yet, you, who are My Own, should not fear this time of adversity, for as long  
as you remain united with Me through heartfelt prayer and loving activity, through your will to live to 
please Me, you are also protected from the corrupting influence of the one who wants to bring you 
down. And thus the powers of darkness, which want to work through people, have little influence on 
you..... They can certainly frighten you but they cannot harm you because I stand before you and avert 
every harm from you.... unless it is necessary for your soul.... Therefore believe and trust, hold on to  
Me, and My Fatherly hand will carefully guide you out of every danger....

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

The Father leads His own by the hand.... B.D. No. 5283

December 28th 1951

ou all walk by My hand, you who consciously seek Me and call upon Me for My love and  
mercy, you who want to work for Me, you who have joined together in spiritual striving, you 

who put Me before everything else, you who  want Me  to guide you....  Whoever holds My hand 
unfailingly goes right, for My path is the right one and My guidance truly certain. Yet your eyes must 
not wander or be directed towards the world from which I lead you away, for then you will loosen 
your bond with Me, then your hand will no longer cling so tightly to Mine, and then there is the 
danger that you will detach yourselves and stay behind, even if only for a short time, until you call for 
Me again and want to rejoin Me and My guidance.... When you walk in My company you hear My 
voice, you hear what I say to you, you greedily absorb My Words into your hearts.... But if you detach 
yourselves from Me then the voice within you is only faintly audible, then sounds of the world sound 
in between, then earthly things are mixed with spiritual things and you yourselves can no longer 
separate them and don't know what I and what the world has spoken to you. Therefore it is a danger if  
you still allow yourselves to be tempted by the world, if you have not yet completely severed your ties 
with it. And I want to warn and admonish you against this, that you hold on to Me, that you cling to  
Me and that you only listen to what I advise you, that you only take in spiritual bread and close your 
ears to the sounds which the world shouts to you, which have no spiritual value, which only confuse  
you and dull your ear for the fine sound of My divine Word of love, which all of you can hear who 
unite with Me. Whom I have placed in the world shall also prove himself in it, and he can also do so  
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as  soon as  his  love  for  Me is  so  strong that  he  always and constantly  lets  Me lead  the  way in  
everything he  does  in  the  world  too....  Then I  will  also sharpen his  spiritual  ear  so  that  he  will 
nevertheless be able to hear Me, that the world will not be an obstacle for him to nevertheless hold on 
to My hand, that he will always let Me be present in whatever he does.... Then the world is no longer a 
danger for him, but it can be for him who is still tempted by the pleasures of the world.... For he is, as  
it were, squinting at the second Lord, he has not yet completely renounced Him, otherwise the world 
could not be an incentive for him.... And therefore be vigilant, you My children, that you do not let go  
of the Father's  hand because you want  to  reach for something that  enticingly comes before your 
eyes.... My adversary has many means by which he tries to separate you from Me.... And although he 
will no longer succeed, since you are willingly devoted to Me, your path can nevertheless be hindered 
at times, you can sink back, walk seemingly even paths and yet slide downwards until you realise it  
and then fearfully call upon Me for help.... I will not let you fall and always help you up again; but 
blessed is he who never ever lets go of My hand.... for he strides effortlessly upwards, because the 
path with Me is completely safe and leads to the goal....

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

The path to the Father's house.... God's guidance.... B.D. No. 6418

December 5th 1955

ll of you are guided who want to walk by My hand, who entrust yourselves to My guidance.... I 
must always take your own will into account, I cannot push you against your will onto a path 

which you consciously avoid, which you avoid because it does not seem pleasant to you.... I can only 
quietly urge you on but immediately yield to your resistance if it is recognisable to Me. But anyone 
who entrusts himself to My guidance can walk his earthly path without worry.... it leads to the goal.... 
Therefore you should not look anxiously at the many obstacles and difficulties, you should only ever 
firmly hold on to My hand and you will be guided past all difficulties with the certainty which only 
My guidance  can  offer  you....  Therefore,  don't  look anxiously  into  the  future  either,  don't  worry 
unnecessarily, leave all earthly concerns and only lift your eyes up to Me. For I Am always there for 
you, I will also keep all adversity away from you if only you trust Me faithfully, if you behave like 
children towards your Father, if you don't leave My side and leave all care for yourselves to Me. Your 
faith will banish all danger, for I will not disappoint your complete trust in My loving care.... You are 
indeed still surrounded by deepest darkness because you stand in the midst of a world of sin and 
unkindness. But the path I lead you is illuminated by a gentle glow, and where I Am, where you walk 
next to Me, there will always be light, and thus you need not fear the darkness, you need only turn 
your  gaze  upwards  from  where  bright  light  will  always  shine  for  you....  The  deepest  darkness 
surrounds you....  but  the fact  that  you can walk the path of  light  by My hand should make you 
gratefully remember the great work of love and mercy which I accomplished for you humans in order 
to be able to lead you out of darkness into light.... I have prepared the path on earth which you can 
now take by My hand, in My discipleship, under My guidance. Before there was deepest darkness and 
no way out of this darkness.... But I prepared a path that leads from the depth to the height, from 
darkness to light.... And this path can only be taken under My guidance, i.e. the human being has to 
believe in Me in Jesus Christ, he has to acknowledge the act of Salvation and Me Myself as the divine  
Redeemer Who embodied Himself  in the man Jesus in order to help you rise from darkness into 
light.... So everyone who wants to walk the path upwards with Me must join Me in Jesus Christ....  
Then he walks the same path that the man Jesus walked, which leads to the Father,  home to the 
Father's house.... The path leading up will always require the company of Jesus Christ, because there 
is only one path, the path of Jesusâ€™ discipleship, and because this path alone is full of light and 
guarantees the right goal. But I will never let go of anyone who has once entrusted himself to Me, My 
hand will hold him so that he will not fall, My hand will support him if he is weak, and My hand will  
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pull him back from the abyss which can open up to him if he is not careful, if he turns his eyes back to 
the world he had already detached himself from.... He who entrusts himself to Me and My guidance 
can walk his path calmly, he will not go astray.... You should not allow any weakness, any doubt, any 
worry to arise within you, for if you hand yourselves over to Me you will take refuge in the Father's  
arms, Whose love will truly protect and look after you, Who will safely lead you heavenwards....

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

Childlike trust.... 'Come all ye to Me ' B.D. No. 0761

January 27th 1939

ecome like children and thereby also acquire the right to be led by the hand like an underage 
child, and your path will truly be the right one. An unknown feeling of security will make life  

easier to bear, and if you trustingly abandon yourselves to the Lord and Saviour, you will want for 
nothing. For His words are sweet: "Come to Me, all you who are weary and burdened, and I will give 
you rest". If the Lord Himself gives you this promise, then you only have to remember the Lord in  
your suffering and He will help you bear it, for He does not abandon His children. Take these words to 
heart, for you still have a difficult time ahead of you on earth, and anyone who does not trust in the 
divine Saviour will have to struggle unspeakably hard. The right comfort at all times is His Word, 
which He lovingly gave to the earthly children, and anyone who adheres to it will be wonderfully 
strengthened and able to endure the heavy suffering on earth, for His Word is both strength and power 
for the anxious heart. And don't forget the prayer.... Offer all your worries and hardship to the Father 
in heaven so that He will send you help at the right time. Whoever finds the way to the Father will not  
knock in vain, and his request will always be granted if it is sent up to Him in all intimacy. And if  
everything around you should waver, then stand firm and hold on to the Word of the Lord that He will 
protect His Own in all dangers of body and soul....

B

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

'Come unto Me....' B.D. No. 5508

October 15th 1952

ll of you who labour and are heavily laden can take refuge in My arms.... For My love wants to 
embrace all of you and nobody who comes to Me in his distress and appeals to Me for help will 

be pushed back by Me.... I want to comfort and give strength, I want to heal wounds and fortify the 
weak, I  want  to  awaken hope and confidence in  all  hearts,  I  want  to  bestow My blessings upon 
everyone, because no one's soul can recover without grace. 'Come unto Me, all ye that labour and are 
heavily laden.... I will give you rest....' However, someone who is weak in faith might well hear these 
Words but he will not accept them as being spoken to him too.... he will continue to carry his burden, 
which I would gladly take from him if he handed it over to Me. Come to Me.... your own will must 
impel you to Me, for I only placed the burden upon your shoulders so that you should find the path to  
Me.... Every adversity is a coaxing call from your heavenly Father Who, in His love, longs for your 
love, for your coming to Him, in order to be able to please you. And thus, psychological distress shall 
also lead you to Me, you should entrust everything to Me, for it is My will that you should let Me 
know what troubles you.... Admittedly, I know all your afflictions and problems, yet I can only help 
you when you present them to Me, because it is My will that you conduct yourselves like children to  
the Father, it is My will that you always take the path which all good children take.... the path to the 
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Father Who, in His love, wants to relieve them from every worry and support them with help and 
advice in order to make them happy now and forever. Take refuge in My arms at all times, they will  
shield you protectively, carry you across cliffs and stony lanes, they will take loving care of you as 
long as you live on earth. Put your trust in Me always and forever, for I will push no-one away from 
Me, even if they are sinful.... I want to release you from sin and guilt, just come unto Me, all ye that  
labour and are heavily laden.... Call upon My mercy and I will answer your prayer, I will extend My 
hands to you to make your path to Me easy, for I want to help and heal you, I want to please the sick 
and weak who can no longer help themselves on their own, and you all shall recognise in Me the One 
Who has redeemed you because of His boundless love for you....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

"Come all to Me...." B.D. No. 7047

February 23rd 1958

n prayer you have an extremely effective remedy for every earthly and spiritual adversity, for a 
right prayer which is addressed to Me in spirit and in truth truly does not fail to have an effect. I 

cannot and will not close My ear to it, and I will use My power to help you even where earthly help 
seems impossible. But first you must enter into trust in Me, you must know that I am the father of all  
of you Who loves His children and does not want to leave them in hardship and suffering, even if 
these are necessary for your soul.... and you must know that there is nothing for Me which I cannot 
change, and that there is also no illness which is impossible for Me to heal.... entrust yourselves to Me, 
present all your needs to Me in all childlikeness, speak to Me as a child speaks to its father, and be not 
faithless but believing.... You all don't yet know how to appreciate the power of prayer, otherwise you 
would truly be spared much adversity and suffering, because I gladly listen to the pleas of a child 
which comes to Me in all confidentiality and hands over its small cross to Me so that I may carry it for 
it. I have borne all your sins and died for them on the cross, I have suffered for you the suffering 
which your guilt of sin had burdened you with....  You could go through your earthly life without  
suffering  if  you  wanted  to  unite  with  Me so  intimately  that  all  your  burden  would  rest  on  My 
shoulders and that you would walk freely and light-heartedly along the path to the height.... But you 
all still keep yourselves too far away from Me, you don't come closer to Me in confidentiality, and 
therefore you yourselves often still feel the burden of the cross which, however, should only urge you 
towards Me because you should live in intimate communion with Me. But you can prove this intimate 
fellowship to Me in right prayer, I always hear and listen to a right prayer which is spoken to Me in 
confidence, for I have promised you this with the words: "Come to Me, all you who labour and are 
heavy laden, and I will give you rest" and "Ask and it shall be given you..." My promises are truth,  
and you will always be allowed to experience the proof of this if only you turn to Me in right prayer. 
But as soon as you doubt, your prayer will lose its effect of strength. And only rarely is your faith of 
such strength that all doubt is excluded....  Only rarely do you have the certainty that you will  be 
helped when you pray, which only proves an undoubted faith. But you should know that My word is 
truth and that when I Myself speak to you.... you have to ward off all doubt, for you should believe 
that no thing is impossible with God.... always remember that everything you see only came into being 
through the strength of My will, remember that I let new creations arise at any time, which cannot be 
denied by people. And therefore also remember that it is truly possible for Me to restore the old order 
which is disturbed due to illnesses or other earthly circumstances which cause you humans problems. I 
can put everything back into order, and I will do so as soon as you approach Me with faithful trust, as  
soon as you come to the father like children and present your requests to Me. The grace of prayer is  
available to all of you, you can all make use of it, for I have said: "Come to Me, all of you...." but do 
not just speak words without spirit and life, call Me very close to you and then pour out your heart to 
Me and truly, you will be helped, I will not let your faith go to waste....

I

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 
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Dialogue with the Father.... His Word from above.... B.D. No. 7441

October 30th 1959

ou must withdraw into solitude if you want to speak to Me.... I merely require you to withdraw 
from the world and into your closet and then turn your thoughts to Me alone....  so that you 

mentally detach yourselves from the world and all its requirements, so that you give no room in your 
heart to anything but Me and so that you approach Me in a childlike manner in order to hear Me and 
My Words. I want a prayer in spirit and in truth....  which necessitates that you completely detach 
yourselves  from all  worldly thoughts,  it  necessitates  listening within,  a  silent  dialogue with your 
Father and an attentive ear within for what answer your Father might give you. Your words will not 
remain without reply, if only you listen for it.... if you truly desire a dialogue, so that you address Me 
and subsequently wait for what I have to say to you in response.... This private dialogue with My child 
is exceedingly pleasing to Me, after all, the child is opening its heart to Me so that I can provide it  
with an answer which is intended only for the benefit of its soul. Yet I can never do this in the midst of 
the world, when the human being is distracted in every way from heartfelt thoughts of his eternal 
Father.... He can certainly send a quick prayer up to Me even in the midst of the world, and he will be 
well advised if he tries as often as possible to send a short thought to Me and thereby remains in 
constant contact with Me.... But a right prayer in spirit and in truth, when he may distinctly receive 
My Fatherly love, can only take place in the closet of his heart,  in silent retreat and the heartfelt 
devotion of the child to its Father.... Then peace will enter the person's heart and he can hold a heart-
to-heart  talk  with  the  Father....  and  he  will  never  regret  spending  any  spare  time  in  such  silent 
dialogue, because I very gladly speak with My child and it will draw much benefit for its soul from 
every conversation.

Y

Detaching himself from the world will often be difficult for a person, My adversary will hinder him 
from doing so in every possible way, time and again he will try to disturb or prevent it.... But the 
human being's will should be stronger and resist My adversary.... Then the person will receive strength 
and be able to accomplish his intention: to unite with Me in heartfelt prayer and to hear the Father's  
Words. Only an intimate bond like this will enable you humans to hear My Word from above through 
a fellow human being.... only a union in spirit and in truth makes it possible for My spirit to pour itself  
into  an  opened  vessel....  And  therefore,  great  blessings  rest  in  this  beginning,  this  intention  of 
becoming receptive to Me and of allowing My flow of grace to pour into oneself. For countless souls  
participate in the transmission of My Word which also desire to hear the Father's voice and with 
heartfelt longing are waiting to be addressed by the Father.... You should all withdraw into solitude 
and listen.... And you may truly hear your Father's voice, it will sound to you like pleasing music, for  
that which comes from Me can only grant you happiness and blessing, that which comes from Me has 
to touch your souls like exquisite nourishment for which you long and which you will receive without 
limitation as soon as you desire it. Send a prayer up in spirit and in truth.... Lift your thoughts to Me 
and listen. And I will speak to you like a father speaks to his child, and your soul will cheer and 
rejoice at every Word that comes forth from the mouth of God....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Fully Trusting Prayer.... B.D. No. 8455

April 1st 1963

nd if you get into earthly distress only a heartfelt call to Me will suffice and I will protect you 
and keep all adversity away from you, yet this call has to come from the heart and not just be a 

lip prayer, for a call from the heart is also the evidence of trust, it is proof of a living faith which I will  
fulfil at all times. How easily your earthly life could be covered by you if you were constantly in 
intimate contact with Me, always aware that you can entrust yourselves to your father and always be 
heard by Him.... My love for you is truly endless, and it also grants you everything that is helpful for  
your soul.... But you will also no longer request anything from Me which could harm you, for the 
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intimate bond with Me also presupposes a certain spiritual maturity, your desire to be allowed to hand 
yourselves over to Me is also the guarantee that I can now act like a father towards his child, for you 
are no longer disobedient to Me, you have already passed the test of will which is the purpose of your 
earthly life.... It is the most beautiful awareness for you that you may feel like children who never ask 
the father in vain, and henceforth you will no longer walk any path alone, for I will be your constant 
companion because I want to protect you against every enemy, be he a danger to you on earth or in the 
spiritual kingdom.... Just give yourselves to Me in complete trust and your earthly path will be so easy 
for you that you will also reach the goal effortlessly. You are only weak for as long as you keep your 
distance from Me, and you have to fight for as long as you keep your distance from Me; but if you are 
united with Me through your heartfelt devotion to Me, through your will,  your love and constant  
thoughts, then you will also feel strong and no longer fear any oppression. If you consider yourselves 
My children, you will also be cared for and looked after by Me as father. But you must not exclude 
Me from your thoughts, for then you will certainly be harassed by My adversary in many ways and I  
will not be able to help you, because you will have to consciously turn to Me in order to be allowed to 
experience My love and help as well..... However, an intimate bond with Me requires living faith, 
whereas a formal faith will only ever result in formal prayers which do not reach My ear, because I 
want to be called upon in spirit and in truth.... A living faith, in turn, demands a life of love, for a 
person can never believe alive who is without love, because without love he is also distant from Me, 
Who is the Eternal Love.... But I want to be close to you, so close that you will feel My presence, and  
then you will also speak to Me trustingly like children, and I can return your address, I can prove My 
presence to you by granting your requests and by always binding you more firmly to Me.... For My 
bond of love will be eternally indissoluble, which now unites us for time and eternity. And you cannot  
measure the blessing you will receive from My presence but you will be able to hear Me, your Father 
will speak to you and you will recognize My voice and be happy because bright light will flood you at  
the same time.... For My ray of love, which now strikes you, must spread bright light and make you 
blissfully happy....  Just  always seek closest  contact  with Me through heartfelt  prayer,  through the 
child's intimate dialogue with its father.... And your walk across earth will be easy and carefree, for the 
bond which you once voluntarily severed has now been restored in free will and can no longer be 
severed for ever.... But I look kindly upon My children, I no longer let them walk along without a  
guide, I avert all danger to body and soul, and I always draw My children closer to Me so that they can 
no longer abandon Me because they feel safe in My care. Entrust yourselves to Me, your Father, at all  
times and believe that My love will provide you with everything in order to please you, because then 
your soul will long for Me and I can now also provide for it spiritually and earthly and because My 
love constantly wants to give itself away and give happiness to all beings on earth and in the spiritual 
kingdom....

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 

Peace of mind.... B.D. No. 4864

March 26th 1950

ive us the peace of the soul.... Let this be your constant prayer, for this peace contains everything 
in itself, faith, love, strength and light. Only the right faith can give you peace, and only in love 

can you find it, because both are not separately what they should be. But if you have peace within you, 
you are also in knowledge, that is, in light, and out of this certainty you are also full of strength. Those  
who lack inner peace are unconsciously not satisfied with what they possess, yet they feel the longing 
for a state of light which they still miss. Such a soul, when it is still weak in love, seeks compensation 
for  the  light  it  lacks  and is  easily  blinded  by deceptive  light.  It  seeks  peace  and still  obtains  it 
unjustifiably because it has not yet fulfilled the basic condition.... the transformation of itself into love. 
It can certainly also find a peace in which it feels happy, yet it is more of an anaesthetic, produced by 
the human being's intellect, but not the divine peace which lets the soul feel itself as the Father's child. 
The feeling of being secure in the Father's arms triggers a peace which is the most beautiful thing that 
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can be striven for on earth. As soon as a person's right relationship with God, with his Creator and 
Father of eternity, has been established, his life on earth will also be a peaceful one despite events 
which  approach  the  person from outside  in  a  threatening  manner.  For  the  right  relationship  also 
guarantees a right faith in the Father's help, and this firm confidence is already a sign of peace which 
makes the soul happy. These people are aware of God's presence and therefore remain unaffected by 
everything that approaches them, even if it forces them to assert themselves earthly or to fight against 
their enemies. Man will not lose the peace of the soul. Divine forces are at his side to hold and support  
him if it seems earthly that he would have to succumb. The world can no longer take away the peace  
of the soul, for it is the result of the intimate union with God through prayer and activity of love, 
which has also brought him the recognition of truth, and therefore a person who is knowledgeable no 
longer fears danger because he recognises it and can meet it with the right weapons. For he always 
knows that he is not fighting alone but with God, Who is constantly present to him....

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

True peace only in God.... B.D. No. 6849

June 10th 1957

ou will only find true inner peace when you have joined Me, when your thoughts and intentions 
are directed towards My kingdom, when you grant Me access into your hearts. I alone can give 

you peace,  for the world does not  possess it  and therefore cannot  give it  to you either.  But it  is 
something delicious to find true peace, for it is already a part of beatitude, it makes you immensely 
happy and is a sign that I Myself am in you.... You must find peace in God.... As long as you stay on 
earth your lot will be constant battle, because you will have to deal with the one who is your enemy 
and adversary. And he will not let you have peace unless you are completely at his beck and call, then  
you will seemingly have peace but it is more like self-deception, it is not a lasting peace, you are only  
blindly held by the one to whom you have granted the right to rule, and you do not see the dangers  
which surround you and therefore do not fight against them either. But whoever is not his, whoever is 
not  yet  completely  enslaved  to  him,  his  life  is  a  battle....  partly  against  him  and  partly  against 
himself.... But he can emerge victorious from this battle, and then there is a peace in him which is  
incomparably blissful.... For then he will have found Me and I Myself will grant him the peace of his 
soul. But then nothing will frighten him anymore, neither earthly unrest and hardship nor spiritual 
danger, for he knows that One is watching in his place, he knows that I will no longer leave his side  
and that he is safe and secure in My protection. There is peace within him, a peace which can no 
longer be taken away from him.... But the people of the world are not interested in this peace, because 
they have to give up what the world offers and because they love the world more than the 'inner peace 
in God'.... Only when they have succeeded in overcoming matter, only when their eyes and thoughts 
turn to another realm, only when they have found the path to Me will they also desire peace from Me, 
but then they will no longer be able to understand that they took pleasure in the world, the battle 
against the world and its dangers will delight them, and then they will also emerge victorious and now 
also find the peace which the world could not offer them. Therefore it is truly not a bad exchange to 
have surrendered the pleasures of the world for the inner peace of heart. But only the overcomer can 
understand this, for as long as the world still  entices and desires, true inner peace still  counts for 
nothing to people. "But I will give you the peace which the world cannot give you....", and what I have 
promised you truly has value.... It is a gift you should strive for with all diligence. For I want your 
soul to be made happy, but not the body, which takes pleasure in things which are not helpful to the 
soul.... You should find peace of mind because then I Myself can dwell within you and My nearness  
will only ever benefit you, because then you will know that you are safe and need no longer fear the 
enemy of your souls....

Y
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Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 

Willingness to sacrifice.... Royal reward - Dwelling of the Lord.... B.D. No. 2466

September 6th 1942

ring every  sacrifice  to  me,  and I  will  reward....  you your  willingness  to  sacrifice What  you 
possess on earth, you are not to hang your heart on it, but you are to strive to make yourselves 

free of every desire for it. You are to free yourselves from everything what holds your senses captive, 
and the desire of your heart is to be meant for me alone, then a change takes place in you, which you 
feel  blissfully,  because  I  myself  then  take  possession  of  your  heart....  Your  desire  for  me  will  
constantly become greater, and still this desire will be happy for you at the same time, for I reciprocate 
it by fulfilling.... it For as soon as you push towards Me I take hold of you and draw you towards 
Me.... I love you, and you also experience My love as silent, blissful contentment, as a feeling of safe 
security, as a feeling of strength consciousness and inner freedom. Love towards me makes you soft  
and devoted and still also strong and free.... because I myself unite with you, you who have overcome 
all desire on earth and just desire me alone. The longing of your heart is to belong to me; I alone want 
to rule in it, and that is why you must give away without hesitation what still tempts you, i.e., what is  
still part of the world. You truly exchange far more glorious things, if you make sacrifices for my sake, 
because my love compensates you for everything; my love royally rewards your renunciation, because 
with my love I give myself to you, and this for eternal times.... , because once my love has taken 
possession of you, you will remain inseparably united with Me, you will have reached your goal on 
earth, and I will be able to bestow the most precious gift.... upon you you may hear My voice, you 
may constantly speak to Me and always be.... aware of My answer you will be in intimate union with 
Me, and this is unspeakably happy and blissful, and never again do you desire earthly goods, never 
again do you long back for the time of earthly fulfilment; only spiritual good do you still strive for, 
only me and my word do you desire, and my love is highest fulfilment....  for you therefore seek, 
detach yourselves from the goods of this world, surrender everything that still belongs to the world, 
call upon Me for help if you are too weak and give your heart to Me as your own so that I can take 
abode in it and remain with you for all eternity.... .

B

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

Unifying spirit - soul and body.... Struggle against matter.... B.D. No. 4915

June 16th 1950

n the recognition of truth from God lies the greatest satisfaction and the most secure feeling of 
security at the Father's heart. For anyone who has come to know God through the transmission of 

truth is already united with Him in spirit, and he feels part of Him and therefore free and untroubled 
according to the soul, even though the body is still earthly bound. Thus the human being can indeed 
still suffer according to the body but only if he does not listen to the soul's ideas, if the earth still 
burdens him from time to time and he tries to cope with it instead of consulting the soul, i.e. if he 
seriously turns away from worldly thoughts and seeks help in adversity from the soul, which then 
presents him with the groundlessness of earthly worry and only refers  him to divine love,  which 
always helps where help is faithfully expected. For the soul stands in recognition and can only not 
assert itself with its knowledge where the human being's thoughts are still directed outwards instead of 
inwards.  The  feeling  of  security  occurs  immediately  when  the  human  being  seeks  solitude  and 
establishes contact with God, a contact which the soul certainly maintains at all times but of which the 
human  being  is  not  aware  as  long as  his  thoughts  wander.  But  if  he  joins  the  soul  then  it  can 
immediately impart to him the peace and tranquillity which it possesses itself through the realisation 

I
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of eternal truth. For the soul is one with the spirit in itself, which is part of the Father-Spirit from 
eternity. Where spirit and soul are already one, the human being is only in distress according to the 
body until he also joins the spirit and the soul. But since the human being is in the midst of life, he is 
constantly exposed to external pressures which, however, are only intended to spiritualise the body as 
far as possible, to consciously enter into the right relationship with matter, so that he does not become 
its slave but its master. The human being must not allow himself to be disturbed by things which are 
purely worldly, and therefore he must constantly struggle with it, which will always and constantly 
oppress him and which he should conquer by turning away from it, by turning his gaze upwards and 
making God the content of his thoughts. Then everything oppressive will leave him, then he will feel 
the power and strength of God and feel safe in His care, then all shadows of worldly worries will leave 
him.... then he will abandon himself to His love and grace and find peace in God..... Yet the truth must 
already have had an effect on him, he must have recognised God and love Him, because otherwise the 
soul would not be able to unite with the spirit and then the body would draw the soul into the earthly 
battle. This is why the human being's first goal is to live in truth, because only a correctly recognised 
being is aspired to and the conscious striving towards God results in the unification of spirit  and 
soul....

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

Faith in God's presence.... light from eternity.... B.D. No. 7099

April 21st 1958

rom every spiritual instruction you can gather that I want to give you light, that I want to guide 
your thinking correctly and make you willing to  fulfil  your earthly task....  For since you are 

without knowledge at the beginning of your embodiment as a human being, knowledge must therefore 
also be made accessible to you, otherwise it would be unreasonable of Me to demand something from 
you which you could not possibly fulfil. Every person is given little knowledge but it is up to him to 
increase this knowledge, for higher knowledge can only be imparted to him under certain conditions. 
And this is already a sign that the human being is making an effort to fulfil his earthly task. But the 
brighter it becomes in him, the further he progresses in knowledge, the more he detaches himself from 
darkness, from the realm of My adversary, who flees a light because it proves Me Myself and My 
presence. You must therefore first be convinced that I am already present to you when light comes to 
you in the form of My word.... The conviction of My presence will then also determine your whole 
being, you will attain inner peace, you will not feel powerless, you will feel a sense of secure safety 
and thus no longer fear anything, irrespective of whether it  approaches you from outside or from 
within, whether My adversary tries to oppress you through intermediaries or whether you yourselves 
are  still  occasionally  afflicted  by  passions  or  weaknesses  which  trigger  mental  battles  in  you.... 
Unconditional faith in My presence restores your inner peace and also gives you the strength to resist 
temptations from outside.... And you should always have this unconditional faith who are taught by 
My spirit.... The light you receive should also let you recognize the 'light from eternity', Which so 
obviously reveals Itself to you. You could truly consider yourselves overjoyed by this evidence of My 
presence,  you  would  not  need  to  live  through anxious  hours,  you would  not  need  to  doubt  My 
everlasting loving care for you and for the help you ask for yourselves. For My presence should be 
such certain proof to you that you belong to My own who are in My constant care. But you still think 
too little of My 'presence' and yet you experience My working on and in you again every day, which is 
only possible if I can be present to you.... But you could still make far more use of My presence, for I  
only want you to make conscious contact with Me, that you thus fully consciously recognize Me 
Myself  as  working  within  you  and  that,  out  of  this  realization,  you  now  also  consort  with  Me 
confidentially, that you no longer live a separate life but constantly know Me next to you.... And this  
certainty will have a wonderful effect on you, you will radiate peace, serenity, a constant willingness 

F
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to help will fill you, and you will no longer let yourselves be distracted by anything that happens  
around you and in the world. You absolutely have to let this blissful certainty arise in you, for only 
then will you also possess a living faith; all isolation from Me will be lifted, you will be My own 
again as you were in the beginning. Then you will also have become free from the power which has 
held you captive until now. And it should be easy for you in particular to be and remain aware of My 
presence, who are taught by Me and thus may experience a  visible evidence of My love, which is 
possible through My presence. I can only address you when I Myself am in you.... You would never 
hear My voice without My presence, and thus My spirit would never be able to work in you either, 
which is nevertheless My share and will remain forever. "I will remain with you until the end of the 
world...." Could I promise you My presence more clearly than through these words of Mine? And 
when it becomes light in you, when you attain realization, then this is always the evidence of a bond 
between you and Me, which you certainly have to establish yourselves but which is then also so 
certain that  you can establish the most  intimate relationship with Me,  your God and father  from 
eternity.... Believe firmly and unshakably in My presence and you will experience for yourselves how 
much easier your earthly path now is.... For you need only entrust everything that moves you to Me 
and I will take care of it for you, because you believe in My help as well as you are able to believe in  
My presence.  You would never  be able  to  grasp this  if  I  had not  already given you a degree of 
realization,  if  some light had not  already illuminated your soul,  which just  took its  origin in  Me 
Myself. And therefore it is impossible for a person in spiritual darkness to grasp the immense love of a 
God and father Who approaches people Himself in order to speak to them.... But where a small light is 
already kindled it can be intensified until finally all darkness disappears from the human being's heart 
because I Myself have taken abode in it.... because I Myself am therefore present to the person who 
has received a light from Me.... For I Myself am the light from eternity.... So where there is  light, 
there must also irrevocably be  I Myself....  and where I am there is no more cause for worry and 
suffering, for faith in My presence is also the surest guarantee that I Myself regulate everything in a 
way that is good and beneficial for the soul....

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 

Purifying the heart.... B.D. No. 7367

May 19th 1959

 want to be the only ruler in My house, and therefore you should have discarded everything if you 
want to receive Me in your heart,  for there may not  be any space for the other  one anymore, 

because I cannot dwell where he still resides. It is certainly a difficult task for you to completely 
purify your heart, to cast off all cravings, to fight against all faults and weaknesses and to prepare your 
heart for Me as an abode where everything is bright and clear and where I can subsequently stay in 
order to make you already happy on earth as well as one day in eternity. For My presence will result in 
this  beatitude,  My presence  will  not  remain ineffective,  My presence signifies  for  you the soul's 
increasing maturity, wisdom and strength to accomplish that which was previously impossible for you. 
When I Am within of you, you will no longer feel lonely and forsaken; you will know yourselves safe 
and secure at your Father's heart, that you will no longer be threatened by dangers, that My adversary 
will no longer be able to oppress you and that you are ever closer to your perfection, because your 
unity with Me is assured to you, which means everything to you. But first you will have to purify your 
hearts, you must do everything in your power to throw out the one who wants to possess you forever  
but who is your ruin. But I, too, want to take abode in you and possess you forever; however, I cannot  
share you with him, your heart must be entirely My possession, and this can only happen if your love 
belongs entirely to  Me, and that means that you no longer desire or would like to possess anything 
else but Me alone....

I

Hence, all earthly craving must have been eradicated; you should not desire anything else but only to 
be your Father's child and to be able to communicate like children with your Father. And heartfelt 
contact also requires a heartfelt union, the child must be close to the Father, the Father must be with 
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His child.... thus take abode in your hearts. You are unaware of the supreme bliss felt by the child 
when it feels utterly secure in the Father's arms, when it is no longer afraid, when it no longer needs to 
fear adversity, hardship or persecutions, when it has found peace within itself, which only heartfelt  
Fatherly love can bestow on the child. And all of you can attain this peace if only you are serious  
about purifying your heat so that you will be able to receive Me in it.... All anxiety will disappear, all 
restlessness will leave you, weaknesses and afflictions will be unknown to you, you will take your 
paths in strength and clarity because you will no longer walk alone but will live your earthly life in 
constant  company  with  Me  and  thus  your  enemy....  My  adversary....  will  no  longer  be  able  to 
pressurise you either, since he will no longer find any crevice in which he could hide, for My presence 
in your heart has made it so bright that he is no longer able to hide anywhere, for he takes flight from 
the light and even more from My presence. Therefore, if you want to attain inner peace then you 
should merely allow Me to move into your heart  and purify it  from everything which might still 
prevent Me from entering.... And I want to help you with this work as soon as I perceive that you 
yearn for My presence.... Then I will grant you the strength to do everything in your power in order to 
make your heart worthy as an abode for Me, and I will gladly move in and remain with you forever, 
for I then will never leave My child again once it has completely handed itself over to Me....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

The soul's change of abode.... Death of the body.... B.D. No. 6817

April 28th 1957

he soul's change of abode.... Death of the body....The soul is your actual Self which is immortal,  
which merely changes its abode after the death of the body, which has concluded its  earthly 

progress in order to continue maturing in other spheres if it does not stay in opposition to Me and thus 
descend into the abyss. Hence the thought that you don't have to fear death should make you very 
happy, that you will live although you have to leave this earth.... and that this life is far more pleasant 
and joyful than earthly life as a human being could ever be. You should look forward with cheerful 
anticipation to the day when your external cover will be taken from your real Self, when all heaviness 
will fall away from you and you will be able to easily and light-heartedly lift yourselves up into your 
true home, which truly offers you inconceivable splendours. You should rejoice at the fact that there is 
no death for you because your soul will merely experience a change of abode which can make it  
infinitely happy....

T

Why do you therefore fear death or anticipate the end of your earthly life with unease? Why has 
death become a horror for you humans, why does it trigger in you a feeling of fear when, in reality, it  
is just a transition into another sphere after all? Because you unconsciously sense that you did not live  
your earthly life correctly, and because your soul is not acquiring the light which would take all its  
fear away.... For a person who complies with My commandments of love, who thus lives on earth in 
accordance with My will, has no fear of death but yearns to shed his earthly cover because he longs 
for his true home, because love has kindled a bright light in him and, looking ahead, he also knows 
himself to be near to Me, where no suffering and pain, no affliction can touch him, where he feels 
sheltered  by  My love....  All  people  could  have  this  blissful  certainty,  that  they  will  exchange  a 
sorrowful and difficult existence for this feeling of security when they depart from this earth, if only 
they would live their earthly life with this aim in mind.... if they would always follow their inner voice 
which  clearly  informs  them  of  My  will....  if  they  would  already  on  earth  enter  into  the  right 
relationship with Me, their God and Father of eternity. The thought that their existence ends with the 
body's death is already the best evidence that the person's way of life does not correspond to My will,  
for  this  idea  comes from the  opposing spirit's  influence  wanting  to  prevent  people  from gaining 
correct realisation and therefore also constantly increasing their desire to enjoy earthly existence to 
the full.... for these people do not believe in the immortality of their soul, they impose on it the same 
restrictions as is the fate of the external frame....
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And thus they try to savour earthly life in every way, only ever considering their body but not their 
soul  which,  after  physical  death,  has  to  accept  a  rather  uncertain  fate,  which  will  be  unable  to 
experience  the  splendours  of  its  true  home,  since  due  to  its  imperfect  disposition  it  cannot  find 
admission to the spheres where inconceivable beatitudes await it. Although it is still possible for the 
soul to detach itself from the abyss and enter into higher spheres, it nevertheless requires far more 
effort and exertion than on earth and will be impossible without help, yet even then the soul will have 
to muster its own will, which is far easier on earth. The Self cannot cease to exist but it creates its own 
fate of blissfulness or agony.... and only when people no longer consider their body as being 'alive' but 
learn to recognise the soul within the body as their actual Self, only when they learn to believe in the 
immortality of their soul, will they live more responsibly on earth and then no longer fear death either, 
which only concerns the earthly body but not its indwelling soul. Then they will live in accordance 
with His will and long for the hour when the soul will be allowed to leave its external cover in order to 
then enter the kingdom which is its true home....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Dwellings in the Father's House.... Eternal home.... B.D. No. 3808

June 22nd 1946

nd I will introduce you into My Father's house.... If I have given you this promise, you may be 
blissfully happy in the knowledge that one day you will enjoy the delights of eternal life as  

children of God, for My Word is truth and My promise will be fulfilled if you comply with My will.... 
All adversity will come to an end for you, every earthly worry will fall away, and in freedom of spirit,  
unbound by earthly matter, you will be allowed to dwell in those realms which belong to the kingdom 
of the blessed spirits  and are exceedingly glorious.  On earth you cannot  grasp the bliss  which is 
granted to the souls in that kingdom, and yet you should believe My Word and live such that you will  
be able to move into the Father's heavenly dwellings after your death on this earth.... the dwellings 
which the Father's love has prepared for His Own and which will truly be the abode of those who have 
become Mine through their will and a way of life in love.... Why then do you still worry about your 
physical well-being if you know that your earthly life is only a short transition to true life in eternity? 
Only use your earthly life for the right shaping of your souls, and your fate in the beyond will be  
incomparably blissful, for you will be given everything your heart desires.... But make sure that your 
heart's desire is not for the body, for the body will pass away, but what remains eternally is only 
spiritual good, and desire this with all your heart. Then your soul will dwell in exceedingly beautiful  
surroundings, it will move in creations which you are unable to imagine on earth, and it will be in its 
home,  in  the  Father's  house,  where  the  Father's  nearness  makes  it  infinitely  happy and His  love 
provides it with everything which increases its bliss. For My love for you, My children on earth, is  
exceedingly great, and I prepare a blissful life for all of you if you return to Me of your own free will. 
For there are many dwellings in My house and they are all waiting for you to occupy them and to be 
able to behold My glories which I have prepared for you. Live on earth in love and My love will be  
granted to you in the spiritual kingdom.... Give to your neighbour in love what he needs physically or 
spiritually, and My love will give to you in the same measure, for as you measure out, so will it be 
measured out to you in My kingdom. And believe in My promise, then the short earthly life you are 
still granted will be bearable for you despite all adversity, for whatever is taken from you on earth.... I 
will give you a thousandfold in My kingdom if you voluntarily devote yourselves and thus detach 
yourselves from matter in order to receive spiritual good.... For the time of your earthly adversity is 
short, but your life in eternity will last forever, and there will be no end to your bliss in My Father's 
house....

A

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)
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Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

The Father’s house and beatitude .... B.D. No. 5617

March 9th 1953

ou shall enter into My paternal house, you shall dwell in eternity where I once placed you to be 
most blissfully active. But then you will be able to behold your God and Father of eternity in  

Jesus Christ, I Myself will be amongst you and your bliss will be and remain without bounds, for in 
eternity the glory of My kingdom has no end. That which you can achieve on earth is so inconceivable 
and overwhelming that you would no longer strive for anything else on earth were you able to imagine 
this glory .... But you must strive for My kingdom without this knowledge, you must return to your 
Father’s house of your own free will, because beatitude will only be your fate on condition that the 
being has voluntarily attained perfection. One day this beatitude is destined for you, nevertheless, it is  
left up to yourselves as to how long you still want to delay your home-coming into your Father’s 
house, the time is determined by yourselves, and when your body dies it can already be over and have  
gained you perfection on this earth. I await all of you and have prepared the mansion for you .... Allow 
these Words of Mine to take effect in you, let yourselves be motivated to seriously strive towards 
coming to Me in My kingdom, imagine the most glorious fate and you will not come anywhere near 
the true idea of that which I have prepared for My Own, for those who love Me with all their heart and 
soul .... And you can attain all this by merely keeping My commandment of loving Me and your 
fellow human being ....  Through unselfish love  you shall  shape yourselves  such that  you can  be 
accepted into the spiritual kingdom with all its light without fading away. Then you will be able to  
enter into your Father’s house, then I Myself will come to meet you and guide all of you towards the  
glories and in My presence, permeated by My love, you will be and remain indescribably happy for all 
eternity.

Y

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Fatherly Words of love.... B.D. No. 3532

September 1st 1945

ou have a powerful Helper by your side, and yet you still want to lose heart? You may approach 
Me in prayer at all times by merely using this grace and you will call Me to your side and you  

will assuredly receive support. Regardless of the danger you find yourselves in.... My power is greater 
and can banish every calamity in an instant. Bear this in mind if you are at risk of feeling anxious and 
fainthearted. Your Father in Heaven will not abandon you, in a crisis He is closer to you than ever as 
long as you consider yourselves His children and trustingly call upon Him for help. Time and again I 
assure you of My protection, time and again I lift you up through My Word, and time and again I 
impart upon you the strength to resist evil. And My love will embrace you more closely than ever if 
you suffer adversity of body and soul and take refuge in Me in full confidence that I will help you. 
You may always consider yourselves safe and secure when the world around you runs riot,  when 
earthly measure frighten you and make you tremble.... Then you need simply stretch out your hand to 
Me so that I will guide you, and I will take you along a path that leads away from disaster.... For I will 
walk beside you, and the power of evil will truly not come close to Me. He avoids Me and chooses 
people who walk in darkness like himself and ignores those who walk by My side in the light and who 
are therefore out of reach for him. Believe and trust in Me and don't allow earthly adversities to get  
you down. Only pay attention to your souls and let Me worry about your earthly life.... and give Me 
the right to take care of you by totally handing your will over to Me. And your life on earth will be 
bearable for you.... For I Am always with you as long as you send your thoughts up to Me and desire 
to be in contact with Me. I will call My little sheep when I have found them, when they have returned  
to their shepherd, I will not let them go astray again, I will stay with all those who want to stay with 
Me and will never ever leave them again. So if I give you this assurance, why are you still worried? 
My Word is truth and will remain truth for all eternity. I always draw close to My children with all My 
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love as soon as the slightest call reaches Me, and therefore you should always come to Me if you 
labour and are heavily laden.... My love is always willing to give, My love is always willing to help, I  
can help you and I want to help you, I only require your faith, your trust, so that My strength of love  
can take effect....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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